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ABSTRACT
Purpose- The purpose of this work was to investigate a quality control
protocol for 1.5 T clinical MRI system on tissue-equivalent diffusivity
phantoms made of Nickel-doped agarose/sucrose gels.
Materials and Methods- We designed and manufactured a spherical
phantom using these gels for T 1, T 2 and DW-MRI. Every compartments
was filled with tissue equivalent relaxation and diffusivity gels. After that
we assessed the quality control protocol for T 1, T 2 and DW-MRI on these
gels and the magnetic resonance imaging of the phantom was performed
on the 1.5 T clinical MRI system IMAM KHOMEINI hospital of TEHRAN
(GE GENESIS SIGNA). Two parameters, Q and R, are used for the analysis of the quality control ADC values.
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Results- T2 gel values, 84.804 ± 3, 80.773 ± 2, 86.57 ± 2, 77.774 ± 13, 77 ± 2
(ms), were respectively obtained for BT(body tissue), P2(tumur), P2 in air, P2
in oil, P1(ischemi). Also, their corresponding T1 measurements were 1090.92
± 3, 1742.75 ± 4, 1284.75± 3, 1400 ± 11, 1358.23 ± 3 (ms) respectively. Using this phantom DW- MRI experiments can be performed under very realistic
conditions. The Q calculated for the P1 and P2 in different b-values (150, 400,
1000 mm s-2 ) is smaller than the Q for BT. This observation is likely to indicate
that for b-values 150, 400, 1000 mm s-2, the ADC measurement reproducibility
is compromised by ADC deviations due to the difference between effective
and nominal b-values over time. The R parameter used in our quality control
protocol to quantitatively study the directional dependence is expected to be
governed by the ADC fluctuation described by the equation of measurement of
differences between nominal and effective b-values.
Conclusion- The quality control protocol presented in this study will be valuable
for monitoring the diffusion imaging performance of an MRI system in a clinically
relevant way.

1. Introduction

D

iffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (DW-MRI) scan is typically used to
diagnose stroke in a timely manner [1]. This

type of imaging can be used to scan tumors in various
parts of the body [2]. Apparent Diffusion Coefficient
(ADC) is a tissue specific parameter, which is used
for the evaluation of the tumor response to therapy.
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Diffusion-weighted imaging plays an important role
in the management of cancer treatment [3].
Tissue-equivalent phantoms with diffusity
property have an important role in implementing
the quality control of the existing and new
protocols of the diffusion-weighted imaging.
Materials and test objects suitable for MRI
diffusion measurements have been described
before [4]. Ioannis Delakis et al. developed
a quality control protocol on two aqueous
test solutions of CuSo4 and sucrose [4]. ADC
measurement with the CuSo4 solution is more
sensitive to differences between nominal and
effective b-values, on the account of the solution’s
high ADC. ADC measurement with the sucrose
solution is more sensitive to signal reproducibility
due to the solution’s low baseline signal intensity.
Analysis with the Q parameter indicates that signal
reproducibility errors contribute to ADC variations
on their MRI system when imaging with high
b-values (b >500 mm s−2), whereas differences
between nominal and effective b-values have a
greater impact on the ADC measurement when
imaging with low b-values (b <500 mm s−2).
Analysis with the R parameter shows that the effect
of directional variation of the ADC measurement
on our MRI system is more pronounced when
imaging with low b-values. Therefore, it must
be notified that any component used must have
relaxation and diffusion properties similar to the
ones found in healthy or malignant biological
tissues. To our knwoledge, an independent control
of T1, T2 and ADC within a single substance might
have not been demonsrated yet [5]. However,
a series of gels can control the relaxation and
diffusion properties independently. Recently,
Lavdas et al. have reported a nickel-doped agarose/
sucrose gels that can be used as reference materials
for MRI diffusion measurements [6]. By altering
the concentration of each chemical component in
the nickel-doped agarose/sucrose gels, one can
control the relaxation and diffusion properties
almost independently. These gels had relaxation
and diffusion properties similar to healthy or
malignant biological tissues, easy to produce
in a reproducible manner and they are made of
inexpensive and commonly available materials.
Furthermore, the gels are nontoxic and are easy
and safe to store and transport.
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The purpose of our work was to investigate a
diffusion imaging quality control protocol for 1.5 T
clinical MRI system on tissue-equivalent diffusivity
phantoms made of nickel-doped agarose/sucrose
gels previously manufactured by Ioannis Lavdas
et al. Also in our previous article [7], we started to
build this phantom and the quality control of the
3 Tesla system and in the following we designed
and manufactured a spherical phantom using these
gels for T1, T2 and DW-MRI. Every compartments
was filled with tissue-equivalent relaxation and
diffusivity gels. After that, we assessed the delakis
[4] quality control protocol for T1, T2 and DWMRI on these gels.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Nickel-Doped Agarose/Sucrose Gels
To assess the quality control, we prepared nickeldoped agarose/sucrose gels according to literature [6].
The relaxation and diffusion properties of the 3
gels were measured on a 1.5 T clinical system
using the methods described in the appropriate
section.

2.2. Diffusion Phantom
To perform a quality control on MRI protocols,
we designed a spherical phantom by solid work
software in accordance with lecture [6].

Figure1. a) The designed phantom by solid work software.
b) Internal pattern of phantom. c) The external pattern of
phantom manufactured by 3D printer. d) The internal pattern
of phantom manufactured by 3D printer.
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2.3. MRI and Quantitative Image Analysis
The quality control protocol was applied on a
1.5 T clinical MRI system at IMAM KHOMEINI
hospital of TEHRAN (GE GENESIS SIGNA),
using a circularly polarized 2 channel head coil in
receive mode in 1.5 T. The test object was placed
within head coil and left in the magnet bore a few
minutes prior to scanning. After that, the relaxation
and diffusion properties (T1, T2, and ADC) of the
gels were measured.
The measurement methods used has been
described here. A Spin Echo (SE) pulse sequence
with the following parameters was used for T1 and
T2 measurements in 1.5 T:Field of View (FOV) ¼
250 _ 250 mm, matrix size ¼256 _ 256, number
of averages NA ¼ 1, image bandwidth¼ 320 Hz/
pixel, slice thickness ¼ 5 mm, number of slices
¼ 1. For the T1 measurements, seven Repetition
Time (TR) values were used (100, 300, 700,1000,
1500, 2200, 3500 ms) with an Echo Time (TE) of
11 ms and for the T2 measurements, 10 TE values
were used (30- 120 ms in steps of 10 ms) with a
TR of 3000 ms.
DW-MRI was performed using a single-shot EPI
pulse sequence with the following parameters: FOV
¼ 250* 250 mm, matrix size ¼ 256* 256, TR ¼
4000 ms, TE ¼ 62.2 ms, NA ¼ 4, image bandwidth
¼ 320 Hz/pixel, GRAPPA factor 2, reference
lines ¼ 46, SPAIR fat suppression, slicethickness
¼ 5 mm, number of slices ¼ 6, zeroslice gap and
distance factor. Three b-values were used: 150, 400,
and 1000 s/mm2. It is important to mention that the
b-values used in the diffusion pulse sequence did
not allow the diffusion-weighted signal to approach
the background noise intensity level.
We defined two parameters Q and R for quality
control, and we performed our calculations based
on the formulas expressed in the appendix for these
two parameters. Also, for calculating the ADC, the
formula was used in the appendix.
Diffusion sensitization was applied independently
along the three orthogonal directions: Superior–
Inferior (SI), Anterior–Posterior (AP) and Right–
Left (RL). The three respective directional ADC
images, ADCSI, ADCAP and ADCRL were then
calculated using an independent platform. A fourth
image, the trace ADC (ADCT) was also calculated
as the average of the directional ADC images.
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T1, T2 and ADC maps were generated in MIPAV
image processing software (Medical Image
Processing, Analysis and Visualization, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Region Of
Interest (ROIs) were drawn on the center of each
phantom compartment to calculate the average
T1, T2, and ADC values. ADC quality control
parameters was assessed according to three
orthogonal directions.

3. Result
3.1. Relaxation and Diffusion Properties of
the Gels Within the Spherical Phantom
To calculate average T1, T2, and ADC values, ROIs
were drawn in the center of each compartment,
avoiding artifacts regions. For the ‘‘BT’’
compartment, five ROIs were drawn throughout
the whole compartment and were grouped before
the calculating the average T1, T2, and ADC values.
T1, T2 and ADC maps were generated for the
spherical phantom using the methods described in
the relevant section and are shown in the Figure 2.

a)

b)

c)
Figure2. a) T1. b) T2. c) ADC map. The reason for the
distortion artifacts of diffusion images is the defect in the
device gradients.
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Figure 3. ADC values measured with the quality control protocol. relative to ADC T(straight solid line) of the test object
solution. (a) Test solution: BT, b-values:[150,400,1000]mm s-2,(b) Test solution: P2, b-values:[150,400,1000]mm s-2,(c) Test
solution: P1, b-values:[150,400,1000]mm s-2,(d) Test solution: P2 in air, b-values:[150,400,1000]mm s-2,(e) Ttest solution: P2
in oil, b-values:[150,400,1000]mm s-2.
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The measured relaxation times of the gels within
the phantom compartments was shown in Table 1.

The ADCT values of the test object gels employed in
the quality control program also are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The T1 and T2 results from different signal intensity in comparison with different repeatation time (TR) and ADCT and
δ(ADCT) of the test object solutions employed in the quality control programme in 1.5 T.
GEL

BT

P2

P1

P2 IN AIR

P2 IN OIL

b-value (mm2 s−2)

150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000

ADCT (×10-3mm2 s−1)

25 ± 0.001
8 ± 0.001
3 ± 0.002
2 ± 0.001
7 ± 0.001
2 ± 0.002
21 ± 0.001
7.4 ± 0.001
2.1 ± 0.001
2.1 ± 0.002
2.1 ± 0.001
1.6 ± 0.002
0.2 ± 0.0001
5 ± 0.002
2 ± 0.001

The ADCSI, ADCAP, ADCRL and ADCT values
acquired from the quality control protocol are
displayed in Table 3 for each combination of

δ(× 10-3ADCT) (mm2 s−1)

3
0.29
0.30
0.14
0.50
0.14
2.5
0.26
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.21
0.14

T1 (ms)

T2 (ms)

1090.92 ± 3

84.804± 3

1742.75 ± 4

80.773± 2

1358.23 ± 3

77 ± 2

1284.75± 3

86.57 ± 2

1400 ± 11

77.774± 13

solution and b-value. Table 3 lists the results from
the analysis of the quality control data with the R
parameter.

Table 3. Mean directional and R parameter results from the analysis of the quality control protocol ADC values for each
combination of test solution and b-value.

GEL
BT

P2

P1

P1 IN AIR

P2 IN OIL
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b-value(mm.s-2)
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000

Mean ADCSI(×10-3)
20 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.002
3 ± 0.001
20 ± 0.02
8 ± 0.001
1 ± 0.002
20 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.001
2 ± 0.002
20 ± 0.01
5 ± 0.001
0.9 ± 0.0001
0.3 ± 0.0001
10 ± 0.02
2 ± 0.001

Mean ADCRL(×10-3)
20 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.01
2 ± 0.02
20 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.002
3 ± 0.001
20 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.001
2 ± 0.001
6 ± 0.001
6 ± 0.001
2 ± 0.002
0.2 ± 0.0001
5 ± 0.001
1 ± 0.002

Mean ADCAP
20 ± 0.01
9 ± 0.002
3 ± 0.001
20 ± 0.02
7 ± 0.001
1 ± 0.001
20 ±0.01
7 ± 0.002
2 ± 0.001
7 ± 0.002
5 ± 0.001
1 ± 0.001
0.5 ± 0.0002
8 ± 0.001
2 ± 0.002

Mean R
3.3 ± 0.01
7 ± 0.1
10.3 ± 0.1
5.77 ± 0.1
6.9 ± 0.1
9.7 ± 0.2
4.5 ± 0.1
6.4 ± 0.2
12.4 ± 0.1
5.8 ± 0.2
7.9 ± 0.1
13.9 ± 0.1
4 ± 0.2
4.3 ± 0.2
9 ± 0.2
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The δ(ADCT) used in the calculation of Q and R
was the one measured with the test object solutions
(see Table 4). The Q parameter was calculated

independently for ADCSI, ADCAP, ADCRL and
ADCT. The Q results presented in Table 4 are for
ADCT.

Table 4. Q parameter results from the analysis of the quality control ADCT values for each combination of test solution and
b-value.

GEL
BT

P2

P1

P1 IN AIR

P2 IN OIL

b-value
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000
150
400
1000

SD(×10-3ADCT)
2.2
7.23
0.42
0.34
0.54
0.34
2.28
0.85
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.31
0.10
0.91
0.37

4. Discussion
The T1, T2 and ADC maps in Figure (2) shows the
relaxation and diffusion properties of this phantom
is similar to the ones found in biological tissues
specially in biological tissues such as fat tissue and
air tissue boundaries (Table 2). The T2 of the gels
was assessed to be 84.804 ms, 80.773 ms, 77 ms,
86.570 ms, and 77.774 ms for BT, P2, P1, P1 in
air, P2 in oil , respectively, with a measurement
accuracy of 5%. Their T1 measurments was
1090.92 ms, 1742.75 ms, 1358.23 ms, 1284.75
ms, and 1400 ms respectivey. For comparison,
typical T2 value of white matter is 82 ms, of grey
matter is 92 ms, of cerebrospinal fluid is 2280 ms
[6, 8], and of tumor is 98 ms. The T1 values of
white matter, grey matter, and cerebrospinal fluid
are 1374 ms, 914ms, and 80 ms, respectively.
The value of the ADC is characteristic of tissue
structure and ranges between 60 and 105×10-5
mm2s-1 in white matter, between 60 and 83 ×10-5
mm2s-1 in grey matter and between 240 and 440
×10-5 mm2s-1 in cerebrospinal fluid [9]. This means
that using this phantom DW- MRI experiments
can be performed under very realistic conditions.

SD(ADCT)/δ(ADCT)
23.00
24.44
2.63
3.77
2.35
3.77
1.62
3.16
3.77
3.77
3.77
2.43
1.19
4.29
2.53

Q
2 ± 0.1
1.9 ± 0.01
2.5 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.01
0.5 ± 0.1
1 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.02
0.5 ± 0.1
0.5 ± 0.01
2 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.1
0.2 ± 0.01

Thus the specific imaging object can be a valuable
assistance for optimizing diffusion protocols,
exploring the usefulness of novel pulse sequences
for DW-MRI and comparing ADC values between
field strengths, vendors and imaging centers.
The Q calculated for the P1 and P2 in different
b-values (150, 400, 1000 mm s-2 ) is smaller than
the Q for BT (Table 4). This observation is likely to
indicate that for b-values 150, 400, 1000 mm s-2, the
ADC measurement reproducibility is compromised
by ADC deviations due to the difference between
effective and nominal b-values over time. Indeed,
the ADC of the BT is greater than the ADC of P1
and P2, reflecting the relationship between their
respective Q values.
ADC SI, ADC RL and ADC AP for each compartment
for each b-value should be equal, but a small and
consistent offset was shown among them in all
instances (Table 3). This error is currently taken
into account for the analysis of clinical studies
employing the diffusion imaging sequence used
in this quality control protocol. According to the
equation of ADC calculation [10], by increasing
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the b-value, the ADC is decreased in all instances
(Table 3). Table 3 and Figure 3 presents the
results of the ADC quality control dataset analysis
with regard to ADC measurement directional
dependence. The directional dependence of
ADC is likely to be determined by discrepancies
between effective and nominal b-values in each
direction. Therefore, the R parameter used in our
quality control protocol to quantitatively study the
directional dependence is expected to be governed
by the ADC fluctuation described by the equation
of measurement of differences between nominal
and effective b-values. In fact, the R is highest
for P2 in oil with b-value of 1000 mm s-2 and
lowest for BT with b-value of 150 mm s-2 (Table
3), as predicted by the equation of measurement
of differences between nominal and effective
b-values.
We manufactured nickel-doped agarose/sucrose
gels which are used as reference materials for DWMRI experiments. The gels are made of readily
available, cost effective, and nontoxic materials.
The relaxation and diffusion properties of these gels
is similar to the ones found in healthy or malignant
biological tissues. We have used this phantom to
successfully optimize a whole-body DW-MRI
protocol in our clinical systems and to assess the
reproducibility of ADC measurements using this
protocol. When avoiding regions of artifacts, the
reproducibility of ADC measurements was very
good.
An analysis of the results identified differences
in the performance of our MRI system depending
on the prescribed b-value. The quality control
protocol also detected a systematic offset amongst
the directional ADC values, which is currently
taken into account in the analysis of clinical studies
employing the diffusion imaging sequence used in
this quality control protocol.

5. Conclusion
The analysis of the precision and accuracy of ADC
measurement can be a guideline for future studies
and for the evaluation of other potential test-object
materials. The b-values of the diffusion imaging
quality control pulse sequence can be applied on
most clinical MRI systems supporting diffusion
imaging and the proposed test object solutions can
be easily and inexpensively prepared.
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As diffusion imaging becomes commonly
available on clinical MRI scanners, the quality
control protocol presented in this study will be
of value for monitoring the diffusion imaging
performance of an MRI system in a clinically
relevant way. It is important to point out that in the
case of in vivo MRI diffusion studies, the patient
motion and physiological processes may have a
more decisive effect on the accuracy and precision
of ADC measurement than MRI system factors.
However, the proposed quality control protocol
can identify intrinsic measurement limitations
associated with clinical observations.
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Appendix
a. Derivation of Equation for Calculating
ADC
Equation for calculating ADC :
(1)
The ADC measurement from the diffusionweighted (Sb) and non-diffusion-weighted (S0) signal
acquisitions has been described in Equation 1 and
can be re-written as follows:
(2)
The uncertainties of Sb and S0, denoted by δ (Sb)
and δ (S0), respectively are equal to the noise level
(n) of the signal acquisitions. However, MRI
noise is unaffected by diffusion weighting and is
therefore equal for Sb and S0,
(3)
The uncertainty of the ADC measurement can be
expressed as a function of the uncertainties of Sb
and S0 by using error propagation techniques,
(4)
By calculating the partial differentiations from
Equation 1 and inserting Equation 2 in Equation 3,
the δ(ADC) can be expressed as:
(5)

From Equation 1 the ratio Sb of Sb to is equal
(6)
By inserting Equation 5 in Eequation 4, the
δ(ADC) can be written as:
(7)
If SNR0 is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in the nondiffusion-weighted acquisition, then the δ(ADC)
of Equation 6 is express as:
(8)

b. Statistical Theory Used in the Definition
of the Q Parameter
Let us assume that we are making several sets
of measurements, each containing N individual
measurements. According to statistical theory,
the uncertainty of the means of these sets of
measurements, denoted by δm , is given by:
		

(9)

where δ is the uncertainty in a single set of N
measurements.
In the proposed quality control protocol, the
ADC is measured each time as the mean in the 30
× 30 pixel ROI so that δ(ADC) is the uncertainty
in a set of N = 900 measurements. Therefore, the
uncertainty δm (ADC) of the ADC values acquired
during the quality control protocol is in theory:


(10)

However, the standard deviation of the ADC
values acquired with the quality control protocol,
denoted by SD(ADC), is higher than δm (ADC)
because of external factors interfering with the
ADC measurement. Therefore, by calculating the
ratio of SD(ADC) to δm (ADC), defined as Q, we
measure the magnitude of the observed deviation
in relation to the statistical uncertainty of the ADC
measurement:


(11)
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c. Directional Variation of ADC Measurement
In order to study the directional dependence of
the ADC measurement, a parameter R was defined
as the ratio of the spread of the directional ADC
values to the uncertainty δ(ADC) of the ADC
measurement:


(12)

Where max(ADCSI,ADCRL,ADCAP) and min (ADC
,ADCRL,ADCAP) are functions calculating the
SI
maximum and minimum values of their arguments,
respectively.
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